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The Ieee has been a very Important part of my professional career since my days as a student member at Georgia Tech. after graduation in 1973, I began work at Georgia Power Company as a distribution engineer and started attending our local atlanta Ieee Power & energy society (Pes) Chapter meetings. These meetings were very beneficial-they helped me grow my professional network and expand areas of expertise for my career. The electric utility industry in the United states suffered a significant downturn in the early 1990s and all but stopped hiring new engineers. This trend continued until 2011 when Pes launched our scholarship+ Program to attract students back to our profession.
Pes has been and continues to be vital to our engineers working in industry. many engineers from my generation are retired or soon will be. We need to work together with our local Pes professional and student branch (sb) Chapters to help bring in the next generation of power engineering professionals and get them involved in Pes upon graduation.
Pes has experienced phenomenal growth in our sb Chapters since we held our first Pes student Congress in ankara, Turkey, in august 2014. at the beginning of 2014, Pes only had 134 sb Chapters. The second Pes student Congress was held in Kuala Lumpur in august 2016. by the end of that year, the number of Pes sb Chapters had increased to 240. Pes sb Chapters numbered 316 at the end of 2017, as shown in Figure 1 .
The growth experienced in sb Chapters in regions 1-7 (the United states and Canada) has been much less than that enjoyed in other regions. To bring the same level of excitement to regions 1-7, a special one-time student Congress was held in boston in august 2017.
The Third Pes student Congress is planned for 25-27 august 2018 in são bernado do Campo, são Paulo, brazil, to continue the growth. This congress will have three pillars to prepare our future leaders: academic, industry, and entrepreneurship. Our total Pes membership was 38,925 at the end of December leader's corner 2017, with almost 27% of that students. see Table 1 .
One of the biggest challenges facing Pes today is the transition from student member to member after graduation, and we need your help! This is a particularly difficult time financially for many new hires, and often they don't see room in their limited budget for Pes membership. If they have not seen any value in Pes membership as a student, chances are they will not make the transition to Pes member after graduation.
PES Chapters
We encourage all of our Pes Chapters to adopt an sb Chapter in their area.
This can include providing speakers for sb Chapter meetings, inviting sb Chapter members to attend local Pes Chapter meetings free of charge, volunteering to serve as mentors for students, and sponsoring technical tours. also encourage them to get involved in some of the leading ini tiatives, like Ieee smart village, Ieee smart Cities, and Ieee smart Grid, to experience the value of membership while they are still students.
all Pes graduate students are Pes young Professionals (yPs) and can hold officer positions in local Pes Chapters. We have success cases with Pes graduate students who were sb Chapter chairs and then transitioned to officers in their local Pes Chapter. Consider inviting some past Pes sb Chapter chairs and Pes graduate students (yPs) to get involved as an officer in your Chapter. This action can bring energy and excitement to your Pes Chapter! If your local university doesn't have a Pes sb Chapter, reach out to them and help them start one. It only takes a Pes faculty advisor and six Pes student members. Pes has a "first-year" free student membership valid for individuals who have not been a Pes member before 2018. more information is available at https://www.ieee-pes.org/ images/files/pdf/student_flyer.pdf.
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The First PES Student Congress shows the future leaders of tomorrow.
PES Young Professionals
We also encourage our yPs to volunteer as speakers for our sb Chapters in their local area. experience has shown that our student members very much like to hear from recent graduates who are now in the workforce. yPs can also serve as mentors and be very helpful in providing advice for career decisions. T he nea rest Pes sb chapter can be found in the Pes Chapter locator; see https://www .ieee-pes.org/pes-communities/chapters/ chapter-locator.
Other Ideas
If you or your Chapter has experience with other approaches to ease the transition from student member to member, please send me an e-mail at flambert@ ieee.org, and we will schedule a call to discuss.
The Bottom Line
Pes student members need to experience the value of Pes membership while they are still students. reach out to them, and show them the benefits of belonging to our Pes family. Today's Pes student members are tomorrow's leaders! p&e The Second PES Student Congress was a success.
